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Lucifer Lighting Introduces Cylinder LED Luminaire
This company’s first surface mount high-output LED product
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, September 24, 2013 - Amid great interest at LightFair 2013, Lucifer
Lighting presented a highly adjustable and versatile surface mount Cylinder LED Luminaire. Its
sleek die-cast aluminum body, tapered aperture for increased lumen efficiency, and internal
reflectance (TIR) beam optics contribute to the Cylinder’s best in class technology. The fixture
features toolless adjustment with up to 45° tilt and 361° swivel rotation around the mounting
base. The luminaire may be mounted to the ceiling as a downlight, or to the floor as an uplight.
Notably, the power supply is integrated into the mounting base permitting the fixture to
be surface mounted to a ceiling with only junction box present, no housing compartment is
required.
Available in 80+ CRI and 95+ CRI, with lumen packages up to 1300LM(21W), in color
temperatures of 2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K. Proprietary beam optics of 25°, 40° and 60°
allow for easy beam angle changeouts in the field and accept an effects device to control glare.
The cylinder body measures just 6.82” (173mm) in length and 3.13” (80mm) in diameter
with 2.32” (59mm) aperture, and is available in brushed aluminum, powder coat and plated
finishes.

CYLA3 Cylinder Adjustable LED Luminaire

About Lucifer Lighting Company
For more than 30 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision engineered, original lighting
fixtures with a focus on leading edge technology and aesthetic appeal. Made in the USA, Lucifer
Lighting fixtures and systems are favored by architects and designers worldwide, The Company
is regularly recognized for product design distinction, with luminaires that define interior spaces
and disappear into the background without glare. These fixtures are found in corporate
headquarters, five star hotels, high end retailers, and distinguished institutions and cultural
venues. Installations of Lucifer Lighting are located in diverse geographies globally, from
Goldman Sachs in New York to the Penguins’ Stadium in Pittsburgh, from Polo Ralph Lauren in
Istanbul to Louis Vuitton Shanghai, from the Armani Restaurant at the Burj Khalifa in Dubai to all
the celebrity chef restaurants in Singapore’s Marina Bay Sands, from Las Vegas City Center to
the Abu Dhabi Financial Center, from Windsor Castle to the White House, not to mention
countless private residences.
For more information, please visit www.luciferlighting.com.

